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Well, let's have a look at a movie, which was released some time ago: Painful Duel 7.Well, let's have a look at a movie, which was released some time ago: Painful Duel 7.
The rules for this game are easy to explain: Two girls fight against each other. They get alternatelyThe rules for this game are easy to explain: Two girls fight against each other. They get alternately
whipped on a specific part of their bodies. Other than in the six predecessors of this series this time "only"whipped on a specific part of their bodies. Other than in the six predecessors of this series this time "only"
two girls fight against each other. To make up for it they now have to survive three rounds, which meanstwo girls fight against each other. To make up for it they now have to survive three rounds, which means
we get the chance to view three rounds of whip-fighting.we get the chance to view three rounds of whip-fighting.

The fighters of this movie are the very popular Zazie Skymm and up this movie the rather unknown LivThe fighters of this movie are the very popular Zazie Skymm and up this movie the rather unknown Liv
Revamped (unknown to Elitepain-Fans that is... Both players of course have a porn history). Zazie did a lotRevamped (unknown to Elitepain-Fans that is... Both players of course have a porn history). Zazie did a lot
of elitepain movies. See her also in a "Wheel of Pain", a "Save Your Friend" a "Cards of Pain", a "Cards ofof elitepain movies. See her also in a "Wheel of Pain", a "Save Your Friend" a "Cards of Pain", a "Cards of
Pain RLD", another "Painful Duel (9)"and two Cards of Pain Duo movies (COP Duo I and III)...Pain RLD", another "Painful Duel (9)"and two Cards of Pain Duo movies (COP Duo I and III)...
http://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1103&hd=onhttp://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1103&hd=on
http://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1142&hd=onhttp://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1142&hd=on
http://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1280&hd=onhttp://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1280&hd=on
http://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1327&hd=onhttp://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1327&hd=on
http://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1604&hd=onhttp://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1604&hd=on
http://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1192&hd=onhttp://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1192&hd=on
http://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1716&hd=onhttp://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1716&hd=on

My, what a link list. I hope I have not forgotten anything.My, what a link list. I hope I have not forgotten anything.

In comparison to this her opponent "only" did one Cards of Pain. In comparison to this her opponent "only" did one Cards of Pain. 
http://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1182&hd=onhttp://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1182&hd=on

Well let us have a look at the opening scene. Zazie and Liv sit in a rather relaxed atmosphere. After theyWell let us have a look at the opening scene. Zazie and Liv sit in a rather relaxed atmosphere. After they
have introduced themselves Zazie explains why she wants to fight against Liv. She feels jealous. Shehave introduced themselves Zazie explains why she wants to fight against Liv. She feels jealous. She
accepts that her partner, who also works in the porn industry, has to do scenes with other girls, but thisaccepts that her partner, who also works in the porn industry, has to do scenes with other girls, but this
should not include the private life. She complains that Liv tries to date her boyfriend, messages him andshould not include the private life. She complains that Liv tries to date her boyfriend, messages him and
the like...the like...
Well, jealousy can make women rather furiuos. Let 's hope for intense fights then.. Well, jealousy can make women rather furiuos. Let 's hope for intense fights then..   

Amanda explains the rules of the game. First they have to face 40 breasts strokes each, then 40 buttocksAmanda explains the rules of the game. First they have to face 40 breasts strokes each, then 40 buttocks
strokes each. The finale round is to be back whipping. It is meant to be open end, that girl, that gives up,strokes each. The finale round is to be back whipping. It is meant to be open end, that girl, that gives up,
looses. Having it explained in this way, makes me think it is rather obvious that the first two rounds endlooses. Having it explained in this way, makes me think it is rather obvious that the first two rounds end
as a draw, but ok. We will see.as a draw, but ok. We will see.
Amanda is dressed in a business outfit, blue blouse and a dark skirt. Not very sexy, you think? Well, atAmanda is dressed in a business outfit, blue blouse and a dark skirt. Not very sexy, you think? Well, at
least she has unbuttoned the first buttons of her blouse and thus shows a nice deal of cleavage..least she has unbuttoned the first buttons of her blouse and thus shows a nice deal of cleavage..

For the first round each player is bound to a post with her hands tied behind, very convenient for breastFor the first round each player is bound to a post with her hands tied behind, very convenient for breast
whipping.whipping.

Zazie begins. She has to take a set of 10 strokes, then Liv gets her 10 strokes, then they continue in thisZazie begins. She has to take a set of 10 strokes, then Liv gets her 10 strokes, then they continue in this
pattern until both girls got their quota of 40 strokes. Obviously the more they get whipped the morepattern until both girls got their quota of 40 strokes. Obviously the more they get whipped the more
difficult it gets to them. Soon their chests are criss crossed with red marks. Their yelps are delightful. Thisdifficult it gets to them. Soon their chests are criss crossed with red marks. Their yelps are delightful. This
is a true delight for any breast whipping fan. is a true delight for any breast whipping fan. 

All good things come to an end. But thanks God we have further two rounds to watch. Next round is theAll good things come to an end. But thanks God we have further two rounds to watch. Next round is the
buttock punishment. Both players now hunch over a set of wooden pallets. They are close togetherbuttock punishment. Both players now hunch over a set of wooden pallets. They are close together
(Zazie's right thigh being tied to Liv's left thigh). Their thighs are spread enough to give a nice view to(Zazie's right thigh being tied to Liv's left thigh). Their thighs are spread enough to give a nice view to
their pussies.their pussies.

Even in a buttock punishment round I like to glance occasionally to their frontal charms. Full nudity thus isEven in a buttock punishment round I like to glance occasionally to their frontal charms. Full nudity thus is
an absolute must-have for me. However the pose they are in now denies us such a view. Though theyan absolute must-have for me. However the pose they are in now denies us such a view. Though they
support themselves on their elbows they don't come high enough to catch a glimpse. Whenever a sidewayssupport themselves on their elbows they don't come high enough to catch a glimpse. Whenever a sideways
glance might have been possible, shadows deny us this. A tiny minuspoint for me.glance might have been possible, shadows deny us this. A tiny minuspoint for me.

Again they take their strokes in sets of 10. This time though they start with Liv. Once again their yelps ofAgain they take their strokes in sets of 10. This time though they start with Liv. Once again their yelps of
anguish make every sadist's heart thump faster. Soon their buttocks are criss crossed with weals.anguish make every sadist's heart thump faster. Soon their buttocks are criss crossed with weals.

If you can, try not to focus on Liv, when she gets her 2nd set of strokes, especially the last strokes. Try toIf you can, try not to focus on Liv, when she gets her 2nd set of strokes, especially the last strokes. Try to
watch Zazie's face instead. It is full of dismay. The reason for this is given, when Zazie is about to start herwatch Zazie's face instead. It is full of dismay. The reason for this is given, when Zazie is about to start her
2nd. set. She claims that Liv's strokes also land on her, because they are so close together. Amanda is a2nd. set. She claims that Liv's strokes also land on her, because they are so close together. Amanda is a
bit annoyed and states that she does not care. And so Zazie gets her strokes number 11-20. But after thatbit annoyed and states that she does not care. And so Zazie gets her strokes number 11-20. But after that
Amanda changes the pace. The remaining 20 strokes are now given on both buttocks simultaneously.Amanda changes the pace. The remaining 20 strokes are now given on both buttocks simultaneously.
What happened before accidentally, now thus happens on purpose.What happened before accidentally, now thus happens on purpose.

My, what heroic fighters we have. And there is still one round to go: back whipping. For this round bothMy, what heroic fighters we have. And there is still one round to go: back whipping. For this round both
girls stand AOH, arms stretched, how I love this pose! Unlike in the predecessor rounds they now getgirls stand AOH, arms stretched, how I love this pose! Unlike in the predecessor rounds they now get
single strokes alternately. I don't want to spoil your fun by stating how many strokes they get and whosingle strokes alternately. I don't want to spoil your fun by stating how many strokes they get and who
gives up. But be assured they did fight heroically. What a nice back whipping round. It is one of the best Igives up. But be assured they did fight heroically. What a nice back whipping round. It is one of the best I
have seen and believe me I have seen many.have seen and believe me I have seen many.

So, how good was it? Well, writing a review is alwas a matter of personal taste. But it simply cannot beSo, how good was it? Well, writing a review is alwas a matter of personal taste. But it simply cannot be
denied that both players are absolutely cute. Their punishments were severe. Their weals and theirdenied that both players are absolutely cute. Their punishments were severe. Their weals and their
delightfully realistic yelps show of this. The poses, they are in, are superb. I will never cease pointing outdelightfully realistic yelps show of this. The poses, they are in, are superb. I will never cease pointing out
how much I love the pose they were in for back whipping. Stretched AOH for me is simply the best. Well,how much I love the pose they were in for back whipping. Stretched AOH for me is simply the best. Well,
this is all I state from my very personal point of viewthis is all I state from my very personal point of view

Naggers might point out that there was no real hostility. And true: glances that say "give up, bitch" orNaggers might point out that there was no real hostility. And true: glances that say "give up, bitch" or
better hissed comments in that fashion could have added spice no end. Also the shadows on the frontalbetter hissed comments in that fashion could have added spice no end. Also the shadows on the frontal
charms in the buttock punishment round could have been avoided.charms in the buttock punishment round could have been avoided.

But for me these are very tiny minuspoints. Contrary: I enjoyed the movie very much, especially the lastBut for me these are very tiny minuspoints. Contrary: I enjoyed the movie very much, especially the last
round.round.

Thus I can only rate it:Thus I can only rate it:

A+A+

Get it here:Get it here:

https://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1070&hd=onhttps://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1070&hd=on
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